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the capital theory controversy - the capital theory controversy robinson, joan (1953-4), “the production
function and the theory of capital”, review of economic studies, 21, 81-106. sraffa, piero (1960), production of
commodities by means of commodities. prelude to a critique of economic theory, cambridge, cambridge
university press. the application of human capital theory to article 27 by - the application of human
capital theory to article 27 page 3 4 his primary publications on the family are collected in gary s. becker, a
treatise on the family, enl. ed (cambridge, ma: harvard, 1991)[hereinafter cited as becker, family ]. “quantity
theory of money” - miltonfriedman.hoover - 1 “quantity theory of money” by milton friedman in the new
palgrave: a dictionary of economics, edited by john eatwell, murray milgate, and peter newman, vol. 4, pp.
3-20. new york: stockton press; and london: macmillan, 1987. corporate finance, corporate law and
finance theory - in finance theory. ronald j. gilson & bernard s. black, (some of) the essentials of finance and
investment 1 (1993). 2. finance has been described as the economics of time and risk. see stephen a. ross,
finance, in 2 the new palgrave: a dictionary of economics 322, 326–29 (john eatwell et al. international trade
& payments john s. chipman - international trade & payments john s. chipman econ 8402 fall terms, second
session, 2006 reading list a articles legend: b books & monographs *on reserve in wilson library c collective
volumes †available atprinting services, 33 social sciences bldg. d lecture notes ‡to be made available on the
web a. articles alexander, sidney s. (1952). new palgrave marx an economics - home - springer - of any
theory enriches our present understanding of it, and so helps to construct better theories for the future. the
authors' response to the request was generally so positive that, as the reader of any of these volumes will
discover, the resulting contributions amply justified that belief. john eatwell murray milgate peter newman ix
the irrelevance of sraffa's analysis without constant ... - the irrelevance of sraffa's analysis without
constant returns to scale* one fundamental result in sraffa's produc- tion of commodities by means of
commodities [13, 1960] is the relationship between the rate of profit (r), the maximum rate of profit for a given
production technique (r*), and sraffa's measure of the "real wage" sraffa proves nber working paper series
globalization and capital ... - theory and economic history together can provide useful insights into events
of the past and deliver relevant lessons for today. we argue that theories of how international capital mobility
has evolved must be understood within the framework of the basic policy trilemma constraining an open
economy's choice of monetary regime. review of radical political economics http://rrpgepub ... - fenses
of the labor theory of value are indeed faulty, but the theory itself is never-theless indispensable. we develop a
defense of the labor theory of value based on the proposition that both labor and labor-power fail to reduce to
generalized commodity relations. the review of radical political economics introduction historical
antecedents of contemporary endogenous growth ... - growth theory or new growth theory. essentially,
endogenous growth models are different from exogenous models in that they posit that improvements in
productivity (in addition to the gains from changes in the factor inputs of human and physical capital and
labor) are attributed to endogenous factors (things charles reid hulten - university of maryland - capital in
the new economy, carol corrado, john haltiwanger and daniel sichel, eds., studies in income and wealth, vol.
65, the university of chicago ... a dictionary of economic theory and doctrine, john eatwell, murray milgate and
peter newman, eds., the macmillan press, london, 1987, 899-900. revised for the new edition, 2007. charles
reid hulten - econweb.umd - capital in the new economy, carol corrado, john haltiwanger and daniel sichel,
eds., studies in income and wealth, vol. 65, the university of chicago ... a dictionary of economic theory and
doctrine, john eatwell, murray milgate and peter newman, eds., the macmillan press, london, 1987, 899-900.
revised for the new edition, 2007.
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